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Introduction
Geospatial data and methodologies are becoming increasingly popular in fields
beyond Geography. The exponential increase in geospatial data sets available to
users and varied platforms on which they are served can make data searches difficult
and leave some data undiscovered, particularly for users with more limited knowledge
of geospatial data sources.

The Big Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA), which provides unique opportunities for and
supports collaborative efforts among Big Ten member universities, initiated the
Geospatial Data Discovery Project to enhance geospatial data discoverability and
access among member institutions. Launched to the public in the summer of 2016,
the BTAA Geoportal has over 5,000 geospatial records, all harmonized into a uniform
metadata standard. Discover them at http://geo.btaa.org.

Participating Institutions
Twelve of the fifteen Big Ten Academic Alliance institutions have come together
to develop and populate a geoportal for use by all member institutions.
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Collection Development Steering Group

Metadata Steering Group
Maintenance and enhancement are an ongoing
focus for the Metadata Steering Group. Data are
constantly in flux in the metadata source sites (such
as Maryland’s iMap), and workflows have been
developed for checking and updating broken links,
as well as for re-accessioning and merging the data
periodically in order to catch these updates.

The Metadata Steering Group is still looking at how
to best normalize uncontrolled keywords that come
from a multitude of sources. A first step as been
using synonym files in the Solr search index to
account for the many ways a place term might be
spelled.

Collaborative Metadata Workflows

Geoportal Enhancements An icon for the institution that submitted
each dataset/map is show in the results.

Since the launch, the task force, led by the Interface Steering Group,
has made adjustments to the browsing facets on both the front page
of the site, as well as on the results pages, to better customize
search and browsing refinements to the Geoportal’s data.

Multi-institutional (12 institutions across 9 states)

Focused on spatial search

Combines datasets and physical maps

What makes this project different?

The Collection Development Steering Group focuses on current and future resource
development in the geoportal with an emphasis on Big Ten University regional
resources. Resources include geospatial datasets, georeferenced maps, library
holdings, university-developed datasets, and any other datasets containing spatial
information.

The group is working on a strategic plan to guide collection decisions. Collections
identified for inclusion now and in the near future include large state, city, and county
open data repositories, georeferenced maps, and Federal Depository Library Program
(FDLP) holdings, including USGS Topo Maps and NOAA Nautical Charts. In particular,
the addition of electronic FDLP materials will provide greater access to patrons in
support of FDLP guidelines and allow us to free up floor space.

To support strategic plan development and collection decisions, the group developed a
Gap Analysis Tool to determine immediate needs per institution.

Gap Analysis by ISO Topic Category

Collections Identified for Future Inclusion
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